
Minnehaha Parkway Regional Trail Master Plan 
Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting #10  
 
Tuesday December 17, 2019 6:00-8:00pm 
Lake Nokomis Community Center, 2401 E Minnehaha Parkway 

CAC members present: Cory Schaffhausen, Devin Olson, Francesco Marraffa, Frank Burton, Jonathon Heide, 
Lesley Lydell, Martha Grant, Mary McKelvey, Michael Jishke, Michael Torres, Rebecca Johnson, Richard Nyquist, 
Ryan Seibold 

CAC members absent: Betsy Brock, Bill Shroyer, Caitlin Ross, Jessica McKenna, Jim Tincher, Richard Duncan 

Segment 1 
CAC Questions 
Will parking on Penn change if activity increases there? 

A. We’ll take note and see if a change can be made 

How will people get to the water access near Penn? 

A. Drivers could park in the neighborhoods. This is envisioned as more of a tube launch due to its more 
difficult access for those with canoes/kayaks. There may be other options for this launch. 

Are ped/bike trails along Morgan envisioned as combined, or separate? 

A. Combined, but they could be separate - the available space is narrow.  
(CAC Comment) Bike path could be on street. 

What treatment will be done for the two outfalls identified in the Penn focus area that don’t have an 
associated BMP? 

A. Outfalls will all be considered individually and improvements will be done as necessary to each one even 
if something specific isn’t shown. General principles for the treatment of outfalls will be included in the 
plan, perhaps in a matrix of options. The ones of the highest priority have more detailed designs and 
BMPs shown. 

What enhanced management is envisioned for the gold overlay area north of the Morgan tennis courts? 

A. This area and other designated areas throughout the corridor will include turf reduction and be planted 
with pollinator lawn, native grasses, trees, and shrubs. Reduced mowing is a benefit to this approach. 

Will the proposed natural surface trails be ADA compliant? 

A. They could be if they were compacted crushed aggregate. They were envisioned as packed earth (as 
they are now), but designed and maintained so that they drain properly and are not prone to erosion. 

Is there a possibility of trail going under Penn Ave? 

A. The bridge will be in place longer than the life of the master plan, so it’s not possible. 

Does the natural surface trail continue past Penn, or stop? 

A. It continues. 



Is underground storage an option at Penn Ave BMP? 

A. Underground storage is best in large areas because it’s so expensive. It also will not allow for tree 
preservation.  

Should we emphasize treatment over storage here? Could underground storage be done down further and 
water just be cleaned here? 

A. Because this outfall takes the 2nd largest area of runoff along the Creek, this much space is needed in 
order to properly handle the runoff (slow it down and treat it, preventing erosion/flooding) before it 
enters the Creek. 

People walk/run on the south side of the Creek east of Morgan- why is the trail on the north side of the creek 
rather than the south? 

A. The bridge was added to complete the proposed “Creek District” grid of bike/ped access points to the 
creek and the northern trail connects to the eastern edge of that grid. 

Public Discussion 
• The trail is too tight along Morgan, it should be on-street for bikes 
• All trails west of Morgan will be natural surface 
• The bridge at 52nd and Morgan will still be there 
• Enhance wayfinding 

CAC Discussion 
• The trip from Lynnhurst to Morgan/52nd is very convoluted and wayfinding needs to be improved to 

direct people. The Morgan Ped bridge is vital to this. 
• Balance and stability for some folks is tricky on unpaved trails. Would be good to consider ADA 

accessibility on this type of trail. 
• Concern that a combined/separated bike/ped path along Morgan would be overpaved and just end 

abruptly near the tennis courts. Bike path should be placed on-street, with peds adjacent to the road on 
their own sidewalk/trail.  

o A few blocks south on 54th is a bike facility and there is a gap in access. This gap should be 
addressed and additional improved wayfinding is necessary. 

• Consider having an ADA launch at the end of the bridge near Morgan. This location is less steep than the 
one at Lynnhurst. 

o A launch at Morgan would also be good for kids tubing to get from Penn down to Morgan and 
back up 

o Forestdale is a good location for floating 
o Lynnhurst’s launch is going to be a great addition to the activity there 

• Grading doesn’t happen with small machines- despite the improved detail of the proposed BMP, still 
concerned about impacts to trees 

o The Park Board has done projects where they’ve protected significant trees before- perhaps it’s 
possible to do the BMP and preserve the trees (like at Sea Salt at Minnehaha Falls) 

o It will not likely be possible to get forest preservation, preserve the open space area next to 
Penn, and include stormwater management in this area. Which 2 of these 3 are the priority? 

• Make sure to restore shoreline between Forestdale and Upton (currently “maintained” with chain link 
fence and rock) 



Segment 2 
CAC Questions 
The relocated picnic area and creek access was moved a few blocks east of Lyndale at Harriet- why was it sited 
there instead of between the Parkway roads at Valleyview as some residents suggested? (CAC should weigh 
the following pros/cons): 

• The glen between the Parkway Roads is across the street from the trails, which necessitates an 
uncontrolled Parkway crossing for ped/bicyclist access to picnicking or water access. There are no 
parking bays nearby, so they would need to be added, but if they were, portagers would not have to 
cross the Parkway/bike path to get to the launch. They would need to portage canoes/kayaks about 150’ 
to the creek access, which is not very visible from the road or trails. There is ample room for a large 
picnic area away from any homes. 

• The location near Lyndale has parking and is along the trails. The picnic area would be small (just a few  
tables for people to stop for lunch, sort gear, etc.). There is some concern about picnic activity 
interfering with bikers as they ride down the hill from Lyndale, but the picnic area is on the other side of 
the pedestrian path from the bike path- about 50’ away. Portagers would have to cross the 
Parkway/bike path to get to the creek access from existing parking bays (a 120’ distance), but sightlines 
are good and the launch is visible from the road/trails. If grills were included at this area, they would be 
more than 150’ from nearest home. 

Why are there combined trails going up to the intersection at Lyndale and below? 

• Community engagement indicated a strong desire by both pedestrians and bicyclists to access both the 
Parkway’s intersection with Lyndale and the underpass. Principles to inform this design could include 
widening the trail where space can be made available (potentially using engineered walls/additional 
boardwalk to expand available space on the steep grade), separating the trails where possible, and 
signing/striping the paths so that bike and pedestrian areas are clearly marked to eliminate confusion. 

Could the picnic area at Emerson be moved near Dupont? 

• Not with the proposed remeanders/restoration around the Dupont bridge.  

Where are the braided channels along this segment? 

• There is one at Bryant; the rest of the creek restoration is remeanders. 

What will the BMPs south of Lynnhurst be? 

• Water resource engineers have indicated that it could be a constructed wetland with a raised path 
through the BMP. Would use the available space adjacent to the creek for flood storage rather than any 
underground storage. 

Public Discussion 
• There has been a dramatic drop in bird population in recent years and we need to be thoughtful about 

adding lights in the Creek corridor as it can be problematic for birds.  
• There used to be a nice dirt walking path under the Lyndale Bridge- now I can’t enjoy the pedestrian 

path like I used to because I’m concerned about bikers coming by. 
• The energy devoted to each mode of transportation should be equal: 1/3-1/3-1/3 bikes-peds-cars 
• At Pratt, bikes and pedestrians have separate paths but pedestrians still follow the bike path.  There 

should be a pedestrian trail on the south side. 
• The hill going up to Nicollet is difficult. The path underneath the bridge works well as is. 



• Concern about activities under Nicollet with lighting and parking. Doesn’t seem like there is a need for a 
restroom. 

• Less is more. Leave it alone. There are enough other places with stuff. 
• Agree with other comments about stuff crammed in here. Plenty of parking along the streets for a boat 

launch. Adding a parking lot doesn’t seem prudent. ADA launch could go on the north side where there’s 
more bump outs/ parking. 

• Natural feel should be the prioritized over activities proposed. Urge the people behind designs to be 
more creative in thinking about designs that maintain the natural look & feel of the park. 

• Hate to see grass being torn up to put in picnicking 
• People picnic on the ground- they don’t need tables 

CAC Discussion 
• Concern about art at Dupont. Support for interpretation, but would like the gorge and the nature to be 

the art- don’t want human created items, can be a distraction. 
• The glen between the parkway roads east of Lyndale would be a great spot for public art. It could be 

seen from the road and people walking up/down the stairs. 
• The trail at Bryant is always covered by ice and needs to be better managed. 
• Instead of parking lot, say future parking if necessary 
• Recognize that the area under the Nicollet bridge is not natural now, and we have an opportunity 

through this process to guide improvements to it 
• In favor of more natural looking designs for any features in the activity area- like some of the images 

now shown 
• Providing bathrooms along the creek corridor is important. I have aging relatives that like to visit the 

Creek, but can’t do so without having a restroom available. Not having facilities is exclusionary to certain 
groups. The population is aging, so it makes sense to start thinking about having more. Putting a 
restroom in a space that’s already not natural (like the Nicollet underpass) would be a welcome 
addition. 

• Consider moving any necessary parking under the bridge so it’s less of an eyesore. 
• Consider partnering with local artists to combine art and play features under Nicollet and engage the 

community/neighbors in the area’s design. This is an ugly area, so this would be an opportunity to 
improve it. 

• When the Nicollet bridge is up for repair, engage artists in its design 
o Nicollet is a City of Minneapolis bridge and they’re responsible for the process, but the CAC can 

make recommendations that the City will reference in their process (like including local artists 
and engaging the public in the design of the bridge and the area beneath it.) 

• Stormwater management is really important on the south side of the Creek south of Pratt (floods) 
• Could something more be done with the plaque on a rock about the plane crash? west of Lyndale Ave 

and before Lynnhurst Park 
• Bike and ped path separation should be emphasized. I know that public feedback resulted in some of the 

paths being combined, but many dog walkers use these paths and that is a safety conflict with bikes.  

  



Segment 3 
CAC Questions 
How high is a raised intersection (speed table)? Where will they be? 

• Generally the height is the same as the curb (so 6” typically). Peds can walk out onto it at grade and cars 
ramp up to the 6” height gradually. 

• Many of the intersections are with City streets, so we can’t be specific intersection by intersection about 
what enhanced crossing methods will be used where. Ongoing collaboration will be needed, but MPRB 
has been in talks with Minneapolis Transportation. 

How does an all way pedestrian crossing work? 

• When the light turns green for pedestrians, they can cross in any direction without any cars or bikes 
entering the intersection (cars are stopped in all directions). 

Is there a comparative single track bike trail in size/length in the system? 

• Theodore Wirth is the best example, but it is a larger park. 

Will the bike trails be designed for a certain age group? 

• Less based on ages and more based on skill level. Single track courses often have features built into 
them that are elective, which allows riders of different skill levels to use the same track and choose their 
own difficulty. 

Public Discussion 
• Love the idea of raised intersections (speed tables) to improve safety at Chicago & Bloomington 
• People ride mountain bikes in this area anyway, might as well formalize the trails and apply MPRB 

sustainable trail standards and introduce the culture of not riding on wet trails and self-policing 
• The enhanced trail crossing at Chicago is good because the area beneath the bridge floods 
• The curb on the east side of Bloomington is dangerous- bikers frequently hit it- consider extending 

CAC Discussion 
• Going from east to west at the Bloomington intersection there is often a queue of 10-15 bikes. Consider 

raising the stopping area on the east side to make crossing easier for bikers that are less experienced 
and have a hard time getting going again after a complete stop while also being on an incline. 

• The concept does not show the under bridge crossing at Chicago (floods a lot and likely cannot be 
remedied) 

• The stretch between 12th and Bloomington is okay but may be better with a natural surface pedestrian 
trail along the creek (there is an ad hoc one there now). That way it could be formalized and maintained, 
as it is currently causing erosion. 

o Some people don’t want formal natural surface trails, just ad hoc the way they are now 
o Would prefer a natural surface ped trail close to the creek over the paved path proposed 

between Bloomington and 12th 
o The pedestrian trail on the north side is critical to ADA access, but the south side paved trail is 

really steep 
• Some concern about the trail bridging Bloomington Avenue between the bike single track trails. Will 

need to be carefully designed. 
o Road crossings of these types of trails currently exist in Theodore Wirth and are working 



• Neighbors would like to see a dog park somewhere in this section- maybe at the site of the old baseball 
field. It doesn’t have to be big. 

o (staff response) Dog parks will have a huge impact on water quality so close to the creek 
o (CAC question) Are there human interventions that can prevent water quality issues related to 

dog waste? 
o (staff response) We can look into the viability of a dog park in this section. 

• The single-track trails are not very long. Maybe replace with a bike park? 

Segment 4 
Segment 4 was discussed in June and the CAC came to a consensus regarding the recommended design. 

Hopes 
• Consider speed table and markings at Portland and the North Parkway road instead of turn blocking 

medians 
• Segment 4:  

o Plant More Trees 
o Protect Habitat 
o Keep Bike skills course small (or build something else) 

• Keep green space and natural habitat intact everywhere 

Concerns 
• Bike skills park on 34th should stay within current boundary of the tennis courts (segment 4) 
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